Your Liberty Trike will come to you 90% assembled. Our skilled mechanics, at our Croydon, Pennsylvania facility, have fully assembled, tested, and checked your Liberty Trike before partially disassembling it for shipping.

If you don’t have the mechanical or physical ability to correctly and safely assemble this trike, you should obtain the services of a your local bike shop or call us at 1-866-894-4620 and we’ll find a bike shop near you, that can assemble or maintain the trike.

Because this trike is assembled and maintained by the purchaser, Electric Bike Technologies, Inc. disclaims any responsibility for injury, damage or other consequences arising from the use of this product. Each use will be different and therefore it is the responsibility of the purchaser to determine the best practices for operation and maintenance. The following instructions should be considered general guidelines only: your situation will be slightly different.

Federal law mandates that no person under the age of 16 shall operate a motorized bicycle. Always wear a helmet, ride responsibility and observe all Federal, State, and local laws.

BOX CONTENTS

- Liberty Trike Front Section
- Liberty Trike Rear Section
- Stem and Handlebars Assembly
- Seatpost and Saddle Assembly
- Liberty Trike Basket
- Battery, Battery Keys and Charger